
Candy Kingdom

Red Level 1
Welcome to the magical world of Level 1! 
Take a sweet journey through 
Salty Canyon and Peppermint 
Palace, visiting Mr. Toffee and 
Tif� ’s friends Alien and Genie 
Jellybeanie along the way. For every 
puzzle you solve in this Level, award yourself a 
red star! You can keep a record of all the stars 
you collect on page 67. Collect a bonus red 
star for spotting naughty Kingsley, who left 
Pastille Pyramid to cause mischief and is hiding 
somewhere among the pages of Level 1!
Have a divine time!
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Mr. Toffee is collecting Candy Kisses! 
Each Candy Kiss is an X made of � ve different 
coloured Candies. Can you help Mr. Toffee � nd 
10? To help you, each Candy Kiss has a blue 
Candy at its centre. 
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Tif�  and her best 
friend, Yeti, are 
so excited to be 
starting another 
Candy Crush 
Puzzles adventure! 
Can you spot one 
difference in each 
set of friends? 

 Spotthe
Difference
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Bring the cherry to the bottom! 
Each different coloured Candy 
moves the path in a different 
direction – up, down, left or right. 
Knowing that a red Candy moves 
the path to the right, can you 
work out the direction of the other 
Candies and � nd the route that will 
make the cherry drop?

Bring the cherry to the bottom! 

CherryDropDrop
U D R L Here’s an 

example!
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Alien is grumpy 
because his spaceship 
is broken! Can you help 
Tif�  through the salty 
maze so she can � x it?
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Bombs& 
  Fishes

Mr. Toffee and Tif�  
are playing their 
favourite quirky 
Candy Kingdom 
noughts and crosses 
game! Draw a Colour 
Bomb or a Fish in each 
square so that there 
are no lines of three 
Colour Bombs (           )
or three Fish (           ) 
in any direction.

Colour Bombs (           )Colour Bombs (           )Colour Bombs (           )
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Alien is so happy 
his spaceship 
is � xed, he’s 
celebrating with 
his friends!
All of the aliens 
look very similar, 
but each is only 
identical to 
one other. Can 
you � nd the 4 
matching pairs?
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Alien is so happy 

AlienSightings
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Candy
     Path

Collect all the orders! 
Starting from the circled 
blue Candy and � nishing 
in the circled green Candy, 
� nd all the orders in the 
grid. The single continuous 
path moves horizontally 
and vertically, but not 
diagonally, through 
every Candy. 

Collect orders: 
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Help Mr. Toffee put the 
frosting in the right 
squares! Each row, column 
and coloured shape needs 
one swirl of frosting. 
Frosting cannot touch 
horizontally, vertically or 
diagonally.

Here’s an example!

FrostingFix
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Kingsley 
is hiding 

here!

PAGE 4 
CANDY KISSES

PAGE 5 
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

PAGE 6 
CHERRY DROP

Orange = Up
Green = Down
Blue = Left
Red = Right

PAGE 7 
SPACESHIP SEARCH

PAGE 8 
BOMBS & FISHES

PAGE 9 
ALIEN SIGHTINGS

PAGE 10 
CANDY PATH

PAGE 11 
FROSTING FIX
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1 & 5, 2 & 6, 3 & 8 and 4 & 7 are 
the matching alien pairs
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